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by Jim Stitt

F

rom its rather humble origins in 1985. which
mcluded haring a frequency with the Da on
Public choolsstation and u iug a 200W tran
miller and r oftop antenna,Dayton Public Radio
(OPR) hae; become the prEHlmin nt uree forelas
sical musi and fine arts programming in Dayton.
OH.and west central Ohio. Th 1994 addition of
SOkWWDPG in Gr enville,OH.to reach the north
ern areas,and the purchase of FM 88.1 in 199 for
WDPR in Dayton to allow 24·hour op ration,gave
DPR the capability t r ach mar th n 1.1 million
pe pie. By 2004,Dayton Public Radi was poised
for its next evolutionary growth step.
The gen i f this proje t was an opportunity to
relocat nd upgrad WDPR' transmitter site from
a deteriorating leased tower that was only 20o-feet
tall, to the local PBS affiliate's I ,SOD-foot tow r. The
site relocation was also to include replacing the SO
year-old transmitter that had b come incr asingly
unreliable. Because of the extent of thi upgrade,
and with the p peet of (BOC on the horizon,
former Board hairman Dr. Micha I Jaffe and
General Manager Georgie Woessn r decided to
incorporate a compl te facility upgrade to digital
at the same tim .
The first phase involved the transmitter it reloca
Ii n t WPTD' I,SOO-foot tower witb a seven-foot
face width. uch a large towerwou Id cause pattern
distortion without me form of optimization.There
f re, ingle-layer ERI panel antenna was selected
to obtain the optimum pattern. fewest nulls and
wide bandwidth. The required transmitter pow r
only
output at the increased antenna height
2k\V, so low lev I ombining of the analog and
IBOC digital ignals through a lin ar solid tate
transmitter
the obvious choice.
Proce ing. on the other hand, is subjective and
never involves obvious choices. After polling other
classical music stations and conducting listening
tests, I chose th Optimod 8400 (being repla ed
so n with n 8500). A Neustar codee conditioner
is also used on the main HD Radio hain nd the
secondary audio channel {SAC).ThLe; configuration
has p
d mu ter with the stations gold nears
and our critical listening audience.

Vocal review
One of the challeng in adding HD Radio and
still preserving the highest quality analog signal in
volvedtheS11..system.lwantedasystemthatw uld
deliveruneompressed linear20kHzste oaudi in
A IEB ,7.-kHzmonoaudiofortheS Awithradio
reading services, a LAN data package with at least
300kHz capacity for the HD Radio stream, data for
RBDS and bi-directional data for the remote control.
Th studios are located downtown,so a line-of-sight
microwave path was marginal and vulnerable to
n w building onstruction. I investigated the pos
i Ie installati n offiberto facilitate the bandwidth
of an EI circuit, but the cost was prohibitive. TIle
station was already using (ntraplex STL.c; on TI cir
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cuits,so I next investigated upgrading them. The solution came
in the form of a new lntraplex Apt-x card that allowed us to fit
everything onto an. To avoid problems with the IBOC signal by
layering multiple compression algorithms,l did not want to use

any digital compression on the main audio channels. However,
the Apt-x has proven to be audibly transparent.
The HVAC system is a closed loop with positive pressure in the
room to provide the best environment. The transmitter exhaust
is vented into the room where two redundant HVAC
units control the temperature and the humidity. If
both HVAC units should fail,there are high-efficiency
pleated intake air filters and a backup exhaust fan.
The old transmitter has been installed as a backup
analog transmitter with automatic changeover ca
pabilities. The installation also includes a new Burk
remote control system with automatic monitoring
and logging and an Audemat-Aztec RBDS encoder.
Following installation of the antenna,the fine matcher
was adjusted to obtain a VSWR of 1.03: 1 across the
channel. Thereweresome challenges when conduct
ing a proof of performance, as the existing TIT and
Belar modulation monitors did not have sufficient
selectivity to reject the digital sidebands,so additional
external filtering was required. The addition of an
HD Radio modulation monitor greatly simplified
the process. An Agilent spectrum analyzer verified
compliance with the FCC mask.

Inside voice
This is the production studio with a PR&E console, Enco DAW and Vistamax
routing switcher. Only a portion of the extensive CD library is visible.

The next phase involved the conversion of the
studios to digital, with the challenge of remaining on
the air during the process. I decided to upgrade the

Snap. Crac e. Pop?
Dro outs?
Intermittents?
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production studio first, and then move the on-air operation into
production while the airstudio was upgraded. Asmall,temporary
editing room was wired to ease the production burden during this
transition. The studio walls,soundproofing, HVAC and acousti
cal treatments did not require any modifications. However, to
alleviate existing static problems I did replace the carpet with
computer room carbon-backed carpet installed over grounded
copper straps using conductive adhesive.
lWo PR&EAiJwave Digital consoles had previously been purchased
to replace the consoles damaged by a water leak,so each studio
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The WDPR transmitter <original pre-Flexstar configuration).

At Dielectric, you'll find the same spirit of
innovation that inspired "Doc" Brown to build
a better radio antenna in 1942 alive and well
in our full range of broadcast solutions:
TV & FM Broadcast Systems • Tower Lighting
Mobile Media • M2M Solutions

Convergence is poised to change our
industry more in the next five years than the
previous sixty years combined. Working
together - the possibilities are boundless.

Didec ric
COMMUNICATIONS

Innovative Engineering
for a Digital World™
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was designed around them. By using the same model consoie in
both studios, the staff has had fewer problems acclimating. The
consoles are reconfigured with appropriate digital and analog
cards as required.Theconsolesoutputsample rate is fixed at48kHz,
so that is the house standard. The rate conversion to 44.1 kHz for
the IBOC HD Radio encoder takes place at the transmitter.
Arrakis designed customized studio furniture for the studios
to accommodate the non-parallel walls. The audio equipment
in each studio includes a complement of Tascam CD players,
Sony CDR recorders, Sony mini-disc machines, Panasonic OAT
machines,360 System Digicarts and Alesis Masterlinks. The ma
jority of the classical music library is contained on more than
6,800 CDs,but there are still some rare selections only available
on vinyl records. Consequently, a turntable is maintained in

WDPG Transmitter
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The Enco DAD automation system, satellite downlink receivers
and webcasting.

Radio and Television tudio

RAM Broadcast Systems

wvvw.ramsyscom.com
800.779.7575
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each studio. Cassette and reel tape machines are also available
for format dubbing when necessary.
My associate,Russ Hines,was primarily responsible for revamp
ing the inter-studio wiring using Gepco and Belden multi-pair
analog cables, multi-pair AES/EBU digital cables, multi-<:onduc
tor control cables and CAT-S cables. All wiring is color-eoded
depending on signal type and function,and each wire is labeled
at both ends with its number,source, destination and function.
A Vistamax 64x64 routing switcher capable of sample rate
conversions plus D/A-ND conversions takes care of signal and
control routing for all sources outside each studio as well as
multicasting feeds. Any input source, whether digital or analog,
is available as a digital and analog output.
A new Enco digital audio workstation (DAW) has been added
primarily as a result of the PRSS upcoming Content Depot satellite
delivery system. The pier-ta-pier network connects the worksta
tions in the air studio,prod uction stud io and operation manager's
office. All files are backed up on the SATA mirrored hard drives
in the air and production workstations. The music is still played
live from CDs during the majority of the broadcast day, with the
DAW used mainly for satellite assist during overnights as well as
pre-recorded programs for holidays. The production DAW uses
Cool Edit and is augmented by a 360 Short Cut editor. The Audio
Science audio cards provide analog and AES/EBU digital inputs
and outputs,and are capable of multiple sample rates,linear un
compressed audio or MP2 and MP3. All sources are converted to
uncompressed linear WAY files for the best quality and to avoid
artifacts from multiple compression algorithms. Each card offers
four outputs, two are sent to the console for that studio, and two
are sent directly to the routing switcher for multicast feeds that
don't need to go through the studio.
The DPR studios are located in the heart of Dayton's theatre
district,so a fiber link was installed between the Schuster Center,
Victoria Theatre and the DPR studios to enable live broadcasts
of performing arts events. The Multidyne 2200 system is capable
of bi-directional video for monitoring the stages, as well as six
channels of analog audio and six channels of AES/EBU aUdio.
There is also a statewide T1 system maintained by Etech Ohio
(formerly Ohio Educational Broadcasting) linking all public
broadcasters in Ohio with bi-directional broadcast quality stereo
audio as well as ISDN.
The terminal room contains the satellite downlink and record-
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The ERI panel antenna for WDPR sits at the 880' level
on WPTD's tower.
ing equipment for the PRSS system as well as the noisy computer
workstations for the Etech Ohio system ,the Encosystem,the webcast
streaming audio and the computers in each studio used to access
the www.dpr.orgwebsite for updating the current playlist. All work
stations use KVM extenders via CAT-S cable and a master terminal
that can access any workstation is available in the terminal room.
The third and final phase, currently underway, is the digital con
version of the WDPG Greenville transmitter site that simulcasts
with WDPR. The WDPG transmitter runs a TPO of 12k'N, is less
than 10 years old and is performing flawlessly. Therefore, I chose
a mid-level combining scheme with a solid-state HD Radio trans
mitter for maximum efficiency and some level of redundancy. An
Intraplex T1 STL configuration similar to WDPR's feeds the site.
In the final configuration, the HD Radio and all multicasting and
data signals are fed into a Harris Importer/Exporter computer. All
signal processing is co-located at the studio. The signals are then
distributed to each Intraplex STL system, one forWDPR and one
for WDPG. The Flexstar exciters at each transmitter generate the
analog and digital signals. The digital signal is currently monitored
off air with a Kenwood receiver car stereo until the permanent
monitors are delivered.
The results of this project have been most gratifying. The signal
coverage is at its maximum potential. A-B listening tests with origi
nal source material have resulted in unanimous opinions that any
differences are indiscernible. Dayton Public Radio's new facility
provides the quality, capacity and flexibility to explore and utilize
all the potential that HD Radio and Tomorrow Radio multicasting
have to offer. Dayton's Voice of The Arts now has the strongest,
clearest and most versatile voice in its history.
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Stitt is preSident of jMS and Associates, Cincinnati, OH,
Photos by lames H. DeYoung.
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